Barjo Bespoke Dog Guard Head Rest Mounting Fitting Instructions
Before starting the fitting please read the instructions fully and familiarise yourself with the parts delivered with
the dog guard. Barjo recommends the fitter has an assistant to help fit the dog guard.

Barjo Cages & Dog guards Limited cannot accept responsibility for any damage incurred while fitting or from use
of the dog guard. If the person fitting the dog guard has any doubt about the fitting, please contact a member of
the Barjo team on Tel: 01189 890 240 from Monday to Friday (09.00 – 17.00) or via email info@barjo.co.uk
Before starting, remove any boot liners or matting from your boot. The dog guard will not fit properly with these
sat underneath. You will be able to adjust the liners/matting to shape around the dog guard after it is fitted.
Put the dog guard into the rear of the vehicle,
through the boot opening and place up
against the rear seats. The Barjo logo will be
facing the rear of the vehicle. Please note it
may be necessary to fold the seats forward
to get the dog guard in place or you may
need to enter through the rear passenger
door to adjust the dog guard into place.
When the dog guard is in a central position
behind the rear seats return the seats to
their fully upright position. From the rear of
the vehicle, pass the hook through the mesh
and secure around the inner head rest rod.
The support bar should be to the rear of the
mesh with the angled part facing toward the
front of the vehicle.
Rotate the thumb screws in a clockwise direction. This will secure the hooks to the head rest and secure the dog
guard to the rear of the seat. Repeat the process on the other side of the vehicle. To remove, reverse the above
procedure.
Congratulations your Barjo dog guard is now ready for use.
To clean your dog guard, use a weak solution of waxed car shampoo then dry fully. With all moving parts treat
with WD40 or a light machine oil.

